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Erasmus-Luther: One Theology, One
Method, Two Results*
G01TFRIED G. KRODBL

The (lttlhor is ,Professor of hirlor, and, chMch
hislor'J al

Valparaiso

I11d.
LUTHER AND ERASMUS WERB BOTH BIBLICAL HUMANISTS, BOTH AFFIRMBD THB

grace of God as central, but each constructed a diHerent theological system. Erasmus
always regarded theology as a descriptive task, best advanced by continuous disputations.
Luther saw the Gospel as the crystal-clear .center of Scripture, the saving knowledge revealed by God. Because of this conviction, Luther viewed theology as the task of making
assertions, of boldly confessing one's faith.
• The following is a revised and annotated
text of a lecture delivered on April 28, 1970, at
Concordia Theological Seminary, Springfield,
W. In the notes the following abbreviations
have been used: Allen (volume, number of letter, line): Opus Bpisto/4r11,m Des. B,-tlsmi Roterodtlmi, ed. P. S. Allen, et al. (Oxford, 1906 to
1958), 12 vols.-Clericus: Desid.erii Brtlsmi
Rou,oumi Ope,11 Omnia, ed. J. Clericus (Leiden, 1703-1706; reprint: Hildesheim, 1961
to 1962), 10 vols. -Himelick: The Bnchiritlion of Bf'11Sm11s, trans. and ed. R. Himelick
(Bloomingron, 1963).-Holborn: Desideri,u
B,-111111111 Roi.,otltlmlls, Ausgewiihlte W e,ke, ed.
H. Holbom (Munich, 1933).-Kohls: E.W.
Kohls, Dia Theologia des B,-111mus (Basel, 1966),
2 vols. - LW: L#ther's Works, American Edition (Philadelphia and St. Louis, 1955- ) . Rupp-Watson: L#th,w tlfftl B,-11smus: P,-ee lfi"ill
,mt/,
trans. and ed. E. G. Rupp, Ph. S.
Watson, et al., Vol. XVII in the Library of
Chrislit,,, Cl.ssics (Philadelphia, 1969). - S-J:
L#lher's COffest,onJtmce, ed. P. Smith, Ch.
Jacobs (Philadelphia, 1913-1918), 2 vols. WA: D. Martin L.th,ws 'Wffke. Kritische
Gesllmltl#Sg11he (Weimar, 1883- ).-WA,
Br (volume, number of letter, line): D. M11,1m
L#lh,ws W ffke. Kntische Gesam1t111,sgtlbt1:
Briefu,echsel (Weimar, 1930- ) . - Walter:
De lihffo Mbilno dwnhe swe colldtio t,ff
Desithri,,m B,-111m11m RotffatUm#m, ed. J. von
Walter (Leipzig, 1935).

S""'"'""''

n May 18, 1517, Luther, filled with the
pride of a young academician, wrote
to his friend John Lang, who was then
teaching at the University of Erfurt:

0

Our theology and St. Augustine are progressing well, and with God's help rule at
our University. Aristotle is gradually falling from his throne, and his final doom is
only a matter of time. It is amazing how
the lectures on the Senlences are disdained.
Indeed no one can expect to have any students if he does not want to teach this theology, that is, lecture on the Bible or on
St. Augustine or another teacher of ecclesiastical eminence.1

And about a year later, on March 21,
1518, Luther wrote to Lang that "our University is getting ahead. We expect before long to have lectures on the two, or
rather three [classical] languages, on Pliny,
mathematics, Quintilian, and other excellent subjects, after the absurd courses [on
the Scholastic logicians] and on Aristotle
are dropped." 2
Between these letters fall two very important events in Luther's theological
career: the disputation against Scholastic
theology ( Sept. 4, 1517), and the Nine11f111s Theses. Furthermore, a few weeks
after Luther had written the second letter,
the famous Heidelberg disputation took
1
.I

WA, Br I, 41:8if.; LW 48, 42.
WA, Br I, 64:41 if.

648
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place {April 26, 1518). On May 18 Luther reported about this disputation to his
friend George Spalatin:
The doctors [of the Heidelberg faculty}
. • . debated with me in such a fair way
that they have my highest esteem. Theology seemed to be some strange thing to
them. • • . My theology is like rotten food
to [my former teachers atJ Erfurt. [One
of them, Joducus Trutvetter,J has condemned all my statements; he has written
me a letter in which he has accused me of
being an ignoramus in dialectic, not to
speak of theology•..• They obstinately
cling to their neat little distinctions, even
when they confess that these are confirmed
by no other authority than that which they
call the wisdom of natural reason, which
for us is the same as the abyss of darkness.
We preach no other light than Jesus
Christ, the true and only light.3

One of the men who were present in the
refectory of Heidelberg's Augustinian
monastery, where the disputation rook
place, was a former Dominican from
Schlettstadt by the name of Martin Bucer.
He voiced his reaction in a May I letter to
Beatus Rhenanus {who was then working
for the famous Froben press in Basel, which
in 1516 had published the Erasmus edition
of the New Testament); he summarized his
feelings by stating: [Luther] agrees with
Erasmus in all matters." 4
Erasmus and Luther are one.15 This was
11

3

WA, Br I, 75:23 ff.; LW 48, 61-62.
" A. Homwia and K. Hartfelder, eds.,
Bm/w•chs•l Jss Bslll#I Rhffltm#S (Leipzig,
1886; reprint: Hildesheim, 1966), No. 75; S-J
I, No. 57.
15 B. W. Kohls, "'Emsmus und die werdende
evaqelische Bewegung des 16. Jahrhunderts,"
Smnit1m Br111milln11m, I ( 1969), 203 ff., has
demonstrated how Biblical humanism and the
conuoversy
early Reformation stood in the
continuity.
See also
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the commonly held opinion of the day,
once Luther had entered the arena of theological conuoversy on a nationwide scale;
and this opinion was voiced either with
admiration and approval {so by the reform-zealous humanists), or with disgust
{so by the witch-hunting traditionalists) .
Prior to the Leipzig disputation Luther and
Erasmus themselves did nothing to dispel
this opinion.6 The famous April 14, 1519,
letter written by Erasmus to Elector Frederick the Wise regarding the Luther case
documents Erasmus' attitude toward Luther.7 And Luther's letters ·to Reuchlin
{Dec. 14, 1518), to Erasmus {March 28,
1519), and to other humanists document
his open admiration for the humanists and
his efforts to have them side with his own
cause.8 While these letters are well known,
equally well known are the bitter controversy between Luther and Erasmus regarding the will and the biting remarks Luther
made about Erasmus and Erasmus about
Luther.8
B. Moller, "Die deutschen Humaoisten und die
Anfaoge der Reformation," Ztlilschn/1 fiir
Ki,chmg•schiehu, LXX ( 1959), 46 ff.
a For details see G. G. Krodel, "Luther,
Erasmus, and Henry VIII," A,chw fiir R • f ~
lionsg•schiehls, LIII (1962), 60 ff.
T Allen III, 939; S-J I, No. 141.
a WA, Br I, 120 (S-J I, No.104); 163
(LW 48, 117 ff.). ID this connection the
Luther-Capito correspondence of 1518/19 is of
special importance (WA, Br I, 91 [S-J I, No.
781; 147 [S-J I, No. 1271), as well as Capito's
April 8, 1519, letter to Bmsmus (Allen III, 938).
B For the mostlitemture
recent
on the controversy on the will, see H. J. McSorley, Llllhn: Righi o, Wro11g1 A• Be11mniul-Th•ologie11l S111J1 of LN1hws Major W o,J,, Th•
Bon"'6g• of th• Will (New York and Minneapolis, 1969); for a .review of this imporrant
work see espedally Dialog, VIII (1969), 231 ff.
For the Emsmus-Luther
general, relationship in
on the will m particular, see
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Until recently, Protestant Erasmus scholars generally have looked at Erasmus from
hindsight,10 that is, from the fact that Erasmus rejected the Reformation. It is the
great merit of Ernst Wilhelm Kohls to have
concentrated, in his two-volume work on
Erasmus• theology, on the beginnings of
the theology of the great humanist.11 This
essay makes some observations on the
theology of Erasmus and the theology of
Luther by taking as point of departure the
theology of Erasmus prior to his involvement with the Luther case, that is, approximately prior to or shortly after the Leipzig
disputation.12

I
It is the result of the upswing in Erasmus studies,13 an upswing which occurred
parallel to the Luther renaissance, that we
have to look at Erasmus primarily as a
theologian and not as a moralist or a pietist
or a linguist. Even though one can still
read that Erasmus does not have a theoG. Rupp, Tht1 Rigbtt1011mt1ss bt1rlstag
of Gotl. Lt1ther
Stlldias (London, 1953), pp. 259 ff.; H. Bornbmm, "Erasmus und Luther," Lutht1,jah,buch,
XXV ( 1958), 3 ff.; 0. J. Mehl, "Erasmus con''" Luther," L#lbe,jab,b11ch, XXIX ( 1962) ,
52 ff.; A. Siirala, Diflin• Hutn4nnt1ss (Philadelphia, 1970).
10 Paul Mestwerdt ( Di11 An/tinge tlt1s B-,asm,u. H11mniJm,u 11ntl Devotio 1\1.orlerna [Leipzig, 1917] ) was one of the few exceptions in
Europe, while in America it was especially
Albert Hy.ma who called attention to the theological beginnings of Erasmus. For details see
Kohls I, 1 ff.
11 Kohls I, II. See also G. G. Krodel,
"Erasmus-Theologian," C-,t1sst1t, XXX (October
1967), 11 ff., where Kohls' work is analyzed.
For .reviews of Kohls' work see A-,chi11 /ii-, Ref0Nlltllionsgt1scbiebt11, LVIII ( 1967), 250 ff.;
Tht1ologiJcbt1 UIB,aturzritung, XCIV ( 1969),
358 ff.; Llllhnjab,bucb, XXXVI ( 1969), 127 ff.
l2 See D. 6.
ta For a dewled .review
see
Kohls I, 1 ff.
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logy,14 or that in his thought the substance
of Christian dogma has been lost,16 since
Kohls' work on the theology of Erasmus
it should be next to impossible to bypass
theology as the organizing principle of
Erasmus' work. To be sure, Erasmus was
also a great linguist and pedagog, a man of
satire and feuilleton. But these activities
were all marginal when compared with the
activities of Erasmus the theologian. And
his greatest contribution to theology was
his 1516 edition of the Greek text of the
New Testament,16 to which he added a
critical-exegetical commentary ( the Ad110tationes) ,17 and a theological and methodological introduction ( the Paraclesis and the
Method11s) .18 With these publications

14 A. Auer, Die 11olkomment1 P-,ot11migl,1i1
B11chiridion mili
ties Christon 11ach
dem des
Christiani
B-,asm11s 110n Rollerdam (Diissel-

dorf, 1954), would be a good example of this
type of argument.
lG See J. Lortz, "Erasmus-kirchengeschicht•
lich," A.111 Theologie i,nd Philosophie. Pt1stschri/t fii-, P-,itz Tillmann Zfl sei,1em
G1(Diisseldorf, 1950), pp. 271 lf.
10 For general information see A. Bludau,
"Die beiden ersten Erasmus-Ausgaben des Neuen
Testamentes und ibre Gegner," Biblische Siu•
dien, VII (Freiburg, 1902), Heft 5; B. Reicke,
"Erasmus und die neutestamentliche Textgeschichte," Basler Theologisch• Zeitsch-,i/t, XX11
(1966), 254 ff.; H. F. Moule, "The Greek Test
of Erasmus " The Bxposito,, ( Series VIII), XI
, ff.; C. C. Tarelli, "Erasmus• M~u(1916), 421
scripts of the Gospels," Journal of Theolog,ul
S111rlies, XLIV ( 1942), 155 f.
11 Clericus VI.
18 1516 rext of the Paraclesis and l!tft1tbotltu:
Holbom, pp. 139 ff.; text of the 1519 (fuodamentaIIy reworked) edition of the Mt1tbotlus:
Holboro, pp. 177 ff. English translation of ~
Paraclesis: J. C. Olin, ed., Cbmti11n H11m11t1um
Refo-rmation.
antl th•
Dt1l'idt1-ri11s
Br11Sm11S:
Selt1ctetl lf/-,itings
(New York, 1965), PP• 92 ~On the Paraclt1sis see P. Mesnard, "La Parad~
d'Erasme," Biblio1heq#t1 tl'HNmanismB Bl Rn1111sanct1, XIII ( 1951) , 26 ff. See also J. Coppens,

1,.
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Erasmus created indeed a N01111m Inswu1nent11m for doing theology, and in his
Para,phrases on all books of the New Testament, except Revelation, and on selected
Old Testament writings he put his theory
into practice.19 With these publications he
fulfilled a working program which he had
certainly developed already in his Bnchiridion of 1503,20 or as Kohls quite convincingly establishes, perhaps already in his
first major extant writing, the Antibarbari
of 1494/95.21
According to Erasmus, true theology is
Biblical theology and evangelical theology.
That is, true theology has its source alone
in Scripture, and the Gospel is the organizing principle of Scripture:
Why don't we all center our thinking on
these great and important authors [of Holy
Scripture]? Why don't we carry [Holy
"Les idces reformistes d'Erasme daos les Prefaces
aux Paraphrases du Nouveau Testament,"
Se-ri11i11m Lovaniense {Louvain, 1961), pp.
367 ff. -W. T. H. Jackson, the editor of Bssential Works of Brasm,11 {New York, 1965),
simply does not give a true picture of Erasmus
by editing as "essential works" only selections
from the colloquies of Erasmus, his letters, and
his Praise of Poll,. The essential Erasmus is
found in the introduaory writings to the New
Testament, and the vast literary productivity of
Erasmus has to be seen from this point of view.
The Erasmus selections by W. Kohler (Die
Klassiker der Religion, XII, XIII [Berlin,
1917)), serve as a better introduction to the
essentials of Erasmus.
19 Clericus V and VII. According to Carl S.
Meyer in CONCORDIA THEOLOGICAL MONTIILY,
XL { 1969), 735, n. 14, the Folger Shakespeare
Library in Washington holds a copy of the 1548
English translation of the Paraph,as.s made by
Nicholas Udall et al. For an analysis of the
Paraphrases see R. H. Bainton, "The Paraphrases
of Erasmus,'' .ll.rchiv fiir Re/om1t11ionsgeschicb1e,
LVII {1966), 67 ff.
20 Text: Holborn, pp. 22 ff.
21 Kohls I, 66; II, 83, n. 216.
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Scripture] around with us? Hold [it] in
our hands? Be concerned with [it]? Think
about [it], and search [it] incessantly?
Why do we spend a larger portion of our
lives on Averroes than on the gospels?
Why do we waste almost a whole life
[studying] the commentaries and the contradictory opinions [we find in them]? It
may be that [the commentaries] are indeed
the task of the "exalted" theologians, but
without any doubt [the gospels themselves] will be the touchstone of the great
theologian of the future.22

Scripture is important for Erasmus because no artist with his brush could give
us a clearer picture of Christ than Scripture has done.23 In the New Testament,
Erasmus maintains, "'Christ lives, breathes,
and speaks for us today. I could almost say
He does so more effectively than when He
was [on earth]. The Jews saw and heard
less [of Him] than you hear or see [of
Him] now in the evangelical writings." 24
Christ is for Erasmus unicus sco,pus lotius
vitae,25 because in Christ God comes to
man. As nothing is more like the Father
than the Son (that is, the Father's Word
which comes from the bottom of His
heart), so nothing is more like Christ than
Christ's Word.26 ·
It is the task of theology to describe this
revelation of God in Christ and to make
it useful for the life of the individual
Christian. "'According to Erasmus all theological reBection has to take its point of
Pa,11clssis,· Holborn, p. 148: S ff. See also
the first quotation from the Pt1t11&lssis on p. 663,
D. 89.
23 Bncbintlion; Holborn, pp. 75:3-76:24.
2' Pa,11clssis; Holborn, p. 146 :23 ff.; see also
Holborn, pp. 94:34-95 :2; 135: 12-16 (Bncbi22

ritlion).
25

21

Bnehi,idion; Holborn, p. 63:9-10.
Bnebiritlion; Holborn, p. 75 :22-24.
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departure with Seriprure, and is therefore primarily exegesis, that is, explanation of and commentary on Scripture. The
most important task and the actual purpose
of all theological work is, however, to stimulate others to engage in Scripture exegesis." 27
The norm and frame for this Biblicalexegetical theology is Christ, in whom
God's history of salvation has reached its
climax.28 But Christ is for Erasmus not an
empty word, a historical phenomenon; He
is love (caritas (agape?}), simplicity, patience, purity- in short all that He Himself has taught, and it is the task of the
Christian to look to Christ alone as the
highest, the only good.29 For Erasmus theology is exegetical theology normed by the
Gospel, that is, by Christ's person and
teachings, because Christ is the principle of
correct thinking and blessed living. Theology is, then, evangelical theology as reflection on Christ's teachings and s1im11l11s
for the Christian life.

II
Much has been written about Erasmus'
method for this Biblical-exegetical-evan2T

Kohls I, 81; see also Kohls I, 136 If.

M111hotl,u (1516); Holborn, pp. 156: 14
to 157:24; see also Holborn, pp. 34:14-35:2;
56:32-57:16 (BnchiriJion). According to
Kohls (I, 175 If.; II, 127, n. 715), Erasmus described this history of salvation in the categories of ail,u and r11dil,u1 which he took over
from some of the Fathers and from Thomas
Aquinas. See also Cr11ss1111 XXX (October 1967),
14, D. 9.
28 B•chintlion; Holbom, p. 63: 11-27. On
the Christology of Erasmus see Kohls I, passim;
see also A. Rich, Di6 Anfang11 tln Th11ologi6
HIIIM,ch Zfllinglis (Ziiricb, 1949), pp. 25 If.;
L W. Spitz, Th11 R11ligio,u R11ntliss11nc11 of 1h11
G.,,,,,,,. H11,,,.,,isls {Cambridge, Mass., 1963) ,
pp.225-26.
28
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gelical theology.30 To be sure, Erasmus did
not invent the "modern exegetical method
and tools" - whatever this term may mean.
He was a humanist, and as such he stood
in the tradition of the textual studies of
humanism,81 joining with his fellow humanists in the cry ad, f ontes, and sharing
with them the excitement of groundbreaking work in the areas of both internal
and external criticism.32 What made him
a great exegete was his voluminous output
and his pedagogical gifts of making con30 See Kohls I, passim; see also C. S. Meyer,
"Erasmus on the Study of Scriptures," CONCOR•
DIA THEOLOGICAL MONTHLY, XL (1969),
734 ff.; M. Anderson, "Erasmus the Exegete,"
ibid., XL (1969), 722 If.; J. Coppens, ".arasme
exegete et thcologien," Bt,hcmBrides Th11ologi&M
Lovan;enses, XLIV
(1968), 191 If.; H.
Schlingensiepen, "Erasmus als Exegete. Auf
Grund seiner Schriften zu Matthaus," Zeilschri/1
/;ir KirchengeschichlB, XLVIII ( 1929), 16 ff.;
Rich, pp. 29 ff.; Spitz, pp. 218 ff., 224. John
W. Aldridge's ThB HermBnaulic of Brt11mus
(Richmond, 1966) presents some problems and
has not been received too enthusiastically; see,
for example, ]o,,rnal of BcumeniClll Slt14i4s, V
( 1968), 176 ff.; Kohls I, 141; II, 115, n. 486;
131, n. 798; 135, n. 29.
81 This can be documented by the faa
mat
Erasmus' first major publication in the area of
textual critjcism was Valla's Adnoldlion111
(Paris, 1505). Letter of dedication: Allen I,
182; English translation: H. A. Oberman, ed.,
P. L. Nyhaus, trans., Forerunners of 1h11 R11formt11ion: Th11 ShaP• of L41e Mediw11l Tho#gbl
(New York, 1966), pp. 308 If.
82 See Par11cl11sis; Holborn, pp. 146:6-8; 141:
21-25. For some examples of Erasmus' exegedcal work see Anderson, 727 If.; Spitz, pp. 218 If.;
A. Bludau, "Der Beginn der Cont10Verse iiber
die Aecbtheit des Comma Joanneum ( 1. Joh. 5,
7, 8) im 16. Jahrhundert," Der Kt11bola,
LXXXII ( 1902) , 2 5 If., 151 If. For the argu•
ment between Erasmus
Faber
und
Siapulensis on
Hebr. 2: 7 see Cle.ricus IX, 17 If.; see also M.
Mann, Sr111m• 111 Jes Ddb#ls de l4 R'f°"'"
Pr,mc11is11 (1517-1536) (Paris, 1934). Por the
argument between Erasmus and John Colet on
Luke 26:39 see Kohls I, 103----4.
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aete suggestions, based on the wealth of
his own experience, and of guiding the
beginner. He did this especially in his introductory writings to the New Testament
edition and in his Paraphrases.
Erasmus' prime concern is to establish
the sens11s historietes of Scripture.33 To accomplish this goal, Erasmus insists on a
thorough knowledge of the original Ianguages,34 on the constant consultation of
textual variants for the purpose of comparing and improving the available text,35 and
on a thorough knowledge of the history of
exegesis.36 In order to understand Scripture, an exact knowledge of the facts is
necessary, as well as a thorough investigation of the context and a theological con~ordance of main terms and subjects, that
1s, of loci theologici,.31
While this material of Erasmus' exegetical method is common knowledge, there is
an element that is sometimes overlooked.
However, not at all do I want you, who
are better endowed, to remain caught by
the sterile letter, but you should hurry to
38

Methotlus (1516); Holborn, pp.156:14
158:33. Only after the senms his1oric11s has
been established may one proceed to the allegorical interpretation, but then one has to pro~eed ~ allegory for . . . "conlem(Jld liller• Ml
mys1er1#m species." Bnchi,itlion;
f,olissimum
Holborn, p. 70:15 f. On Erasmus and allegory
see Kohls I, passim; Spitz, pp. 217 ff.; Rich, pp.
32 ff. In this connection the fifth canon of the
Bnchintlion is of special importance.
84 Melhotlus (1516); Holbom, pp.151:25
to 154:9.
815 Apologit, of the Nor,um lnslr#mMl#m
(1516) i Holborn, pp. 165:25-168:7; Me1hotl11s (1516); Holborn, pp.152:12ff.
88 Methotlus (1516); Holborn, pp.154:31
to 155:4.
87 M111hotlus ( 1516); Holbom, pp. 153 :20
to 154:9; 158:22-159:14; 157:9 ff., where
E~smus suggests that one draw up an euc:t
hUtory of the life of Christ.
to

https://scholar.csl.edu/ctm/vol41/iss1/61

the more profound mysteries. [Strengthen
yourselves in this task] with frequent
prayers, until He opens to you the book
with the seven seals, He who has David's
keys, who locks and no one can open the
mysteries of the Father - mysteries which
no one knows but the Son and those to
whom the Son wishes to reveal them.as
The study of Scripture has to be interruptetl
time and again with prayer and thanksgiving. In prayer one implores the aid of the
Holy Spirit, in thanksgiving one acknowledges the granted grace.39 Erasmus thus
advocates a personal confrontation between
Scripture and the exegete. Exegesis is not
something that takes place in a vacuum,
where the exegete as speaator remains detached from his subject. For Erasmus,
Christian theology consists not of syllogisms, disputations, or abstract knowledge,
but of life and transformation,40 since
"there is not one iota in Holy Scripture
which does not pertain to your salvation." 41

m
It was this Biblical-exegetical-evangelical
theology which Bucer heard defended by
Luther during the Heidelberg disputation.
And Bucer was correct in his evaluation of
Luther. Since May 1516, that is, immediately after its publication, Luther had used
the Erasmus edition of the New Testament
in his classroom work,42 just as he had
as Bnehintlion; Holbo.rn, p. 35: 17 ff. See also
n. 33.

ao Rt11io 11111 M111hotl111(1519 ed. of M•lhotlus); Holbo.rn, p. 180:32-34.
40 P•r11el11sis; Holbom, pp.144:35-145:1.
Bnchindio"i Holbom, p. 57:1-2.
42 See WA LVI, xii f., :nvii ff. On Luther as
a humanist see Spitz, pp. 237 ff.; B. A. Gerrish,
Gr11c11 ,mJ Redlon: A s,.J, in lh• Th11olon of
LMlher (Oxford, 1962), pp.138ff.; P. Schenke,
"'Luther und der Humanismus," L#lh.r, XXXID

,1
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used the work of the French Biblical humanist Faber Stapulensis when he was lecturing on the Psalms for the first time.43
Furthermore, Luther was tenaciously working for a reorganization of the curriculum
of his Wittenberg University along the
lines of humanistic principles.44 Luther
shared with Erasmus the conviction that
theology has to be both Biblical-exegetical
and evangelical. He shared with Erasmus
the exegetical method ( that Luther might
have had technical deficiencies does not
jeopardize this judgment). A careful study
of Luther's letters written in the period
from 1516 to 1520, of his lectures, and of
the history of Wittenberg University in
that same period would clearly document
the fundamental influence that Biblical
humanism and its outstanding representative, Erasmus, had on Luther and his university. It is not necessary to go into detail
at this point since much modern literature
on this subject is available. Bucer was car(1962), 77 ff.; H. Junghans, "Der Einflusz des
Humanismus au£ Luthers Entwicklung bis 1518,"
L"the,j11h,bt1ch1 XXXVII (1970), 37 ff.
43 See F. Hahn, "Luther's Auslegunsgrundsitze und ihre theologischen Voraussetzungen,"
Zeitschri/1 fiir S1stem111ische
Theologie,
XII
( 1935), 165 ff., and his "Faber Stapulensis und
Luther," Zeitschri/1 fiw Kirchengeschichte, LVII
( 1938), 356 ff.; G. Ebeling, ..Die Anfiinge von
Luthers Hermeneutik," Zeitsch,i,/1 /iir Theologie
•nd. Kirche, XLVIII (1951), 172 ff., and his
''Luthers Psalterdruck vom Jahre 1513," Zeitschri/1 fiir Theologis •nd. Kirche, L (1953),
43 ff.; W. A. Quanbeck, "Luther's Early Exegesis," L•ther Totla1: Martin Luthe, Lectures, I
(Decorah, Iowa, 19.57) , 37 ff., especially 47 ff.
44 For what follows see K. Bauer, Die WilReformation
lmberger Uni11ersi1ii1s1heologie
tier Dntschen
(Tiibingen, 1928);
B. G. Schwiebert, Luther and. His Times (Saint
Louis, 1950), pp. 268 ff., and his "New Groups
and Ideas at the University of Wittenberg,"
Arcbw filr Ref0f'f'lltllionsgeschich1e1 LI ( 1958) ,

60ff.
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rect when he came to the conclusion that
Luther agreed in all points with Erasmus.4 15
Yet, as is common knowledge, Luther
was not a blind follower of Erasmus, and
he did not uncritically adopt Biblical humanism. He knew of differences between
his own theology and that of Biblical hun1anism. He did not hesitate to voice his
criticism of Erasmus, even though he did
this only to his intimate friends, obviously
in an attempt to protect the progress of
"our theology." 46
Under the immediate impact of his careful sntdy of the Erasmian New Testament,
Luther wrote to George Spalatin on Oct.
19, 1516, and developed a detailed criticism
of Erasmus' theology.47 Luther made four
points: (a) Erasmus lacks the proper understanding of the difference between j1'stitia fidei and legis; ( b) Erasmus has no
proper understanding of heretical sin;
(c) Erasmus has not studied Augustine's
anti-Pelagian writings; and consequently
( d) Erasmus has no feeling for the early
church tradition concerning justification by
faith. Notwithstanding these criticisms,
Luther expressed his deep respect for Erasmus and his work. He also pointed out that
bis criticism of Erasmus' high esteem of
Jerome did not originate in a blind devotion to Augustine as the patron saint of
his order.
By March 1, 1517, Luther bad grown
more emphatic:
See p. 649, n. 4.
40 See p. 648. und.
It cannot
be decided whether
die An/iinge
Luther wanted "our theology" to refer. ex~usively to the theology taught at the Un1verss~
of Wittenberg or to the larger conrext of this
local undertaking, that is, to the theology ;f
Biblical humanism. See also below, Luthe 1
letter of Jan. 18, 1.518.
47 WA, Br I, 27 :4 ff.; LW 48, 24 lf.
4G
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I am reading our Erasmus, but daily I dislike him more and more. . . . I am afraid
... he does not advance the cause of Christ
and the grace of God sufficiently; here he
knows even less than Stapulensis. Human
things weigh more with him than divine.
. . . I see that not everyone is a truly wise
Christian just because he knows Greek and
Hebrew. St. Jerome with his five languages
cannot be compared with Augustine, who
knew only one language. Erasmus, however, is of an absolutely different opinion
on this. But the discernment of one who
attributes weight to man's will [i. e., of
Erasmus] is different from that of him
who knows (1ioscere) nothing else but
grace [i.e., Luther himself].4 8

Replying on Jan. 18, 1518,48 to Spalatin's request regarding the best way to
study Scripture, Luther pointed out:
You have Erasmus, who plainly asserts that
blessed Jerome is such a great theologian
in the church that he alone deserves to be
considered. If I should place blessed Augustine over against him, I would seem
to be quite a biased and unreliable judge,
not only because I am a member of the
Augustinian Order but also on account of
the widespread and long-accepted opinion
of Erasmus that it would be impudent even
to compare Augustine with Jerome..•• in
the face of all who either passionately hate
or slothfully neglect good learning - and
that is before all men - I always give
Erasmus the highest praise and defend him
as much as I can; I am very careful not to
air my disagreements with him lest by
chance I too would confirm [his enemies]
in their hatted of him. Yet, if I have to
speak as a theologian rather than as a philologian, there are many things in Erasmus
which seem to me to be completely incongruous with a knowledge of Christ
6 :45,
48 WA, Br I, 35:15 ff.; LW 48, 40.
48 WA, Br I, 57:l0ff.; LW 48, 521f.
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( cognilio Christi). Otherwise there is no
man more learned or ingenious than he,
not even Jerome, whom he extols so much.
Now if you should disclose my opinion of
Erasmus to someone else, you will have
violated the principles of friendship. I am
not warning you without good reason.
There are many, as you know, who are
eager to find an occasion to slander good
learning. Therefore let what I have told
you remain a secret.

Then Luther detailed his "system" of Bible
studying:
To begin with, it is absolutely certain
that one cannot enter (penett"are) into the
[meaning of} Scripture by study or innate intelligence. Therefore your first task
is to begin with prayer.60 You must ask
that the Lord in his great mercy grant you
a true understanding of his words .•.• For
there is no one who can teach the divine
words except he who is their author, as he
says, "They shall all be taught by God"
{John 6:45].151 You must therefore completely despair of your own diligence and
intelligence and rely solely on the infusion
of the Spirit. Believe me, for I have had
experience in this matter.
Then, having achieved this despairing
humility, read [the books of] the Bible in
order from beginning to end, so that you
first get the simple story in your mind (as
I believe you have already done long
since) . Blessed Jerome, in his letters and
commentaries, will be of great help to you
in this. But for an understanding of Christ
( cognilio Christi) and the grace of God
( that is, for the more hidden understanding which is given by the Spirit), AugusISO

For Erasmus the stady of Scripture has to

be int,rr1'ptetl with prayer; see above, p. 653.
ISl For the fact that Erasmus used the concept which Luther expressedciting
here by
John
yet arrived at a different result, see below, note 53, the italicized lines in the quObLtions from the P11r11d.sis.
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tine and Ambrose seem to me to be far
better guides, especially because it appears
to me that blessed Jerome "Origenizes"
( that is, allegorizes) too much. I say this
aside from the judgment of Erasmus but )'OU asked for my opinion and not for

his.

If one looks at this material, Luther's
great respect for and admiration of Erasmus is obvious. Also obvious, however, is
the fact that Luther's criticism of Erasmus
is based neither on loyalty to a specific
theological school nor on marginal issues.
To the contrary, Luther's aiticism deals
with two issues which are central to his
career as a theologian: the penetration of
the meaning of Scripture and the knowledge of Christ. Luther's aiticism focuses
on Erasmus' understanding of the nature
of Saipture and exegesis and on his understanding of Christ. While these issues
obviously cannot be neatly separated, the
following observations will concentrate on
the issue of Saipture and exegesis.

Him, to know what grace is, and to weigh
it properly. Luther criticizes Erasmus for
knowing little or nothing of grace. He
criticizes many things in Erasmus' theology
as being incongruous with the knowledge
of Christ. The basis of this criticism is the
fact that for Luther the purpose of Biblicalexegetical theology is to penetrate, to enter
into the meaning of Scripture ( pene1,ar,
sacras literas), in order to know Christ auci.fied and in Hirn the God of grace.m This
alone is for Luther a proper knowledge of
Christ. For Erasmus the purpose of Biblical-exegetical theology is to reverently observe and describe the m,1ysterium inctlfflationis, to listen to the teachings of Jesus,
and to make them fruitful for life through
meditation and Christian living.68 Thus

IS2 See especially Luther's well-known April
8, 1516, letter to George Spenlein. WA, Br I,
11; LW 48, 11 ff.
IS8 Bnchi,itlion; Holborn, pp. 30:35-31:30;
33:20-22; 73 :30-35. In talking about the penetration of Scripture, Erasmus oscillates between
two extremes. On the one hand Scriptwe is
Only after you have completely despaired clear and can be undersrood, if properly read
of your diligence and intelligence, main- and interpreted; therefore everyone ~hould read
tains Luther in the letter to Spalatin just Scripture. On the other hand Scr1ptwe con•
quoted, and only when you completely tains mysteries which cannot be pen~ted ~!
have to be worshiped. And the cognil,o Christ,
rely on the Holy Spirit, are you able to reaches its climax when Christ has beco~ ~
penetrate Saipture; but-and this is the Nnicus scotms 11itas1 the norm of correct thu1kiog
necessary consequence of Luther's argu- and blessed living. For documentation, see P.
6S 1, the following quotation, the last
ment- then you will indeed penetrate the
of the quotation on p. 663, and P· ~ of
meaning of Saipture because then God following passages from the P11111clssu ~
Himself will teach you the meaning of special importance: "Indeed, here t!1eie 15, , :
requirement
that you approach equipped •
Saipture. About 10 years later Luther
so many uoublesome sciences. The jou?1~ [L ~-•
wrote in the Small Catechism: "'I believe into Scripture, or the philosophi11 Chnsl#IIMl. IS
that I cannot by my own reason or strength simple, and it is ready for anyone. Onl~bn.:
believe in Jesus Christ, my Lord, or come a pious and open mind, possessed • ~ dWI
a pure and simple faith. Only be docile,~ :
to him. But the Holy Spirit bas called me have advanced far in this philosophy C~• l
by the Gospel."
t,hilosophia Chris1itln111 or Christian th 0~
'To penetrate Scripture" means for Lu- 11 ilsslf supplies inspir11Uon Ill " " " ' ~ , _ .
comm,miulss
no itself ~o
ans.
cbia.11
ther to understand Christ and to know lo mintls lhlll MtJ 11/Ubolll g#ill. ..,..,.. tea

parqia.J!

"'°"!.~
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Erasmus can warn and admonish the reader
of the Bnchmdion:
••• you must remember that one should
not touch the Holy Scripture except with
washed hands-this is to say, with absoof the others, besides the fact that they give
hope of a false happiness, drive off the natural
talents of many by the very difficulty, it is clear,
of their precepts. This doctrine in an equal degree 11ccommod111es itself 10 11ll [see the commentary to the first sentence of the following
quotation], lowers itself to the little ones, adjusts
itself to their measure, nourishing them with
milk, bearing, fostering, sustaining them, doing
everything until we grow in Christ. Again, not
only does it serve the lowliest, but it is also an
object of wonder to those at the top. And the
more you shall have progressed in its riches,
the more you shall have withdrawn it from the
shadow of the power of any other. It is a small
affair to the Utt.le ones and more than the highest affair to the great. It casts aside no age, no
sex, no fortune, or position in life. The sun itself is not as common and accessible to all as
is Christ's teaching. It keeps no one at a distance, unless a person, begrudging himself,
keeps himself away." Holborn, p. 141 :27 ff.;
translation by Olin, p. 96; italics by this writer.
"Indeed, this (Jhilosophy e11sily (JeHlr11tes
into

th• mint.ls of 11ll, ,m 11clion in s(Jecitll 11ccord. with
h•mtm n11l•re. {For the contrast, see Luther's
Jan. 18, 1518, letter to Spalatin, on p. 65 5,
where Luther points out that you have to despair
of your own ability in order to grasp the meaning of Scripture; this suggests that for Luther
Scripture, the basis of theology, is not in accordance with human nature. See also WA

XXV,

163 :23-26

('14cluf'es on Isaiah);
XXXVIII, 554:16-25 (Notes on Matthew); and
below, p. 664, n. 89.] Moreover, what else is
the philosophy of Christ, which He himself calls
a rebirth, than the resto.ration of human nature
originally well formed? By the same token,
although no one has taught this more perfectly
and more effectively than Christ, nevertheless
one may find in the books of the pagans very
much which does agree with His teaching."
Holborn, p. 145 :4 ff.; t.ranslation by Olin,
p. 100; italics by this writer.
"Indeed, I disagree very much with those
who are unwilling that Holy Scripture, translated into the vulgar tongue, be read by the
uneducated, as if Christ uught such intricate
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lute purity of mind - lest sin's antidote
be turned into poison for you and the
manna turn rancid. Remember that unless
you absorb it into the innermost recesses
of mind and feeling, you will suffer the
same fate as Uzzah (2 Sam. 6:6 ff.], who
had the temerity to lay profane hands upon
the swaying ark and paid for his impermissible service with sudden death. It is of
prime importance to understand the value
of these writings. Think of them as genuine oracles, as they are, originating in the
secret depths of the mind of God. If you
approach them reverently, with veneration
and humility, you will perceive yourself to
be possessed by His will, to be ineffably
rapt and uansported. You will experience
the delights of His blessed Spirit, you will
know the riches of Solomon, you will find
the hidden storehouse of everlasting wisdom. But beware of brazenly forcing your
way into the chambers. The door is low;
doctrines that they could scarcely be understood
by very few theologians, or as if the strength of
the Christian religion consisted in men's ignorance of it. The mysteries of kings, perhaps, are
better concealed, but Christ wishes his mysteries
published as openly as possible. I would that
even the lowliest women read the gospels and
the Pauline Epistles. And I would that they were
translated into all languages so that they could
be read and understood not only by Scots and
Irish but also by Turks and Saracens. Surely the
first step is to understand in one way or another.
It may be that many will ridicule, but some may
be taken captive. Would that, as a result, the
farmer sing some portion of them at the plow,
the weaver hum some parts of them to the movement of his shuttle, the traveler lighten the
weariness of the joumey with stories of this
kind! I.et all the conversations of every Christian be d.rawn from this source. For in genenl
our daily conversations reveal what we are. ul

e11ch on• compr•hnll 111M h• t:1111, J.1 him at,ress 111ha1 h• ""'· Whoever lags behind, let
him not envy him who is ahead; whoever is in
the front rank, let him encourage him who follows, not despair of him." Holbom, p. 142:
10 ff.; uans. Olin, pp. 96 f.; italics by this writer.
Por the whole problem see Kohls I, 134 ff.
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see that you do not bump your head and
bounce back! • . • If you prefer to be
sounder in spirit than cunning in debate,
if you are looking for food for the soul
rather than a show of ingenuity, then
meditate most profoundly upon the ancient
commentators, whose goodness is more
reliably tested, whose learning is more
copious and mellow, whose language is
neither dry nor crude, and whose interpretations are more in keeping with the
spiritual content.
••• God's Spirit has its own language
and its own imagery, which you must, by
all means, study carefully. When it speaks
to us, this holy Wisdom stammers childishly and, just like a solicitous mother,
suits her speech to our own inadequacy.
She offers her milk to those who are little
babes in Christ, her herbs to those with
weak stomachs. But naturally you should
hasten to mature and get ready for more
solid nourishment. She stoops to your incompetence; but you, conversely, should
mount upward toward Her sublimity. To
be always the infant is unnatural; to be always the invalid is too flabby." If you
break through the husk and find the kernel,
pondering one little line will have more
savor and food value than will the whole
psaltery when it is chanted through with
reference only to the literal content. .••
[I find no] other reason for the fact
that we see monastic devotion everywhere
growing Ju and enervated and dying out,
but that these men are decaying in literalism and not striving for insight into the
spiritual meaning of the Scriptures
spinuhm smfJl•rtlt'#m cognilion11m •l4borlltll). They do not hear Christ calling
out in the gospels: ''The flesh is good for
nothing at all. It is the spirit that gives
life" Uohn 6:63]. They do not hear Paul
cmroborating his Master: ''The letter kills;

<""

1K

Compare this m.rement with Luther's
the begar, p. 662.

llalemeDU C:Onceming

it is the spirit that quickens" [2 Cor. 3:6].
\Ve know that since the Jaw is of the spirit
it is not of the flesh [Rom. 7: 14]. ''Things
of the spirit must be compared with things
of the spirit" [l Cor. 2: 13]. At one time
the Father of things spiritual wanted to be
worshiped on a mountain top, but now in
spirit [John 4:20 ff.J.GG

Biblical theology is for Erasmus a reverent description of and meditation on the
divine mystery; a reverent feeling of one's
way toward the "chambers," the holy of
holiest, "the hidden storehouse of everlasting wisdom." It is reflection on and
adoration of the Father in the Spirit.
"Adoration," it should be remembered,
means for Erasmus a devout life governed
by Christ's teachings.GO Theology is a slri11i11g (elabo,a,e) for the cognilio of Scripture. Theology only points toward the
center of religiosity, the m1steria nostra,
religio1zis into which theology cannot, however, penetrate,G7 and, we may add, which
faith also cannot grasp. For Erasmus the
theologian and the man of faith are pilgrims moving toward a goal which they
neither reach nor possess, though they
might now and then catch a glimpse of
it.GS Their pilgrimage is normed by Christ,
the only norm of correct thinking and
blessed living,60 and the individual's effort
and good will on that pilgrimage count
just as much as the accomplishment.00
GG Bnehiridio•; Holbom1 pp. 33: 13 ff.; uam.
Himelick, pp. 52 lf.
GO ~ p. 652; see also below, n. 59.
GT So Kohls I, 58, on the basis of Erasmus•

.lf.nlib11rbt1n.
158 Melhotl,11 (1516); Holborn, p. 151:1-24;
Bnchiriditm; Holborn1 p. 33:7-16.
19 Bnchiridio•; Holborn, p. 110:17-18; see
also Kohls I, 58 lf., 61-621 71.
80 Bnchiritlio"; Holborn, p. 35 :3-22.
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On the basis of this understanding of
theology, it is necessary for Erasmus to reject a 1heologia affirmativa: 0 1

659

opening seaion of the Diatribe on 1h11
Pree lf/ill:
And, in faa, so far am I from delighting in "assertions" that I would readily
take refuge in the opinion of the Skeptics,
wherever this is allowed by the inviolable
authority of the Holy Scriptures and by the
decrees of the Church, to which I everywhere willingly submit my personal feelings, whether I grasp what it prescribes
or not.
Moreover, I prefer this disposition of
mine to that with which I see some people
endowed who are so uncontrollably attached to their own opinion that they cannot bear anything which dissents from it;
but they twist whatever they read in the
Scriptures into an assertion of an opinion
which they have embraced once for all...•
I ask you, what sort of sincere 00 judgment
can there be when people behave in this
way? Who will learn anything fruitful
from this sort of discussion -beyond the
fact that each leaves the encounter bespattered with the other's filth? 87

But take note of this. Though I want you
to differ stoutly from the world, I do not
want you to take up a kind of churlish
cynicism, attacking the opinions of everyone else, superciliously damning everything, hatefully railing at everyone else,"
viciously slurring every kind of life. . . .
When it is not at odds with virtue to do
so, be all things to all men so that you may
gain men for Christ. Adapt yourself to all
men outwardly, as long as your resolution
remains firm inwardly. Externally, let
gentleness, affability, friendliness, agreeableness influence your brother; better
pleasantly to draw him to Christ than to
repel him with your asperity. In sum, you
ought to express what you believe in by
your moral habits rather than by issuing
proclamations in abusive language. But,
again, do not cater to popular frailties in
such a way that you do not dare to stand
up doughtily for truth when the occasion
demands. Men should be improved by
Luther counters: ''Nothing is better
your humanity, not misled by it.02
known or more common among Christians

Theologians are to teach (docere) and not
to make Jaws (leges ,praescribere), says
Erasmus already in the A111ibarbari.03 He
finds the ideal of a theologian in the members of the Greek academy; they did not
make or affirm any final statements, but
they modestly debated all issues, always
professing that they knew nothing.°" Thus
Erasmus has to reject the dogmatism of
late medieval Scholasticism.615 He also has
to reject Luther, to whom he writes in the
81

See Kohls I, 58 ff.
Bnehiridion; Holborn, p. 110:22 ff.; tram.
Himelick, pp. 160 f.
GI As cited in Kohls I, 59.
M See Kohls, loc. dt.
12

815

See

P•am, passim.
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than assertions. Take away assertions and
you take away Christianity." 88
IV

The difference between Erasmus and
Luther, who both were Biblical theologians
GO Sic in Rupp-Watson, p. 37. While this is
the closest translation at hand for sine•nu, the
context makes
that
dear
Erasmus
was not thinking of a "sincere" judgment, but of an "objective" judgment or a "sound" judgment. According to Charlton T. Lewis and Charles Shorr,
A l.i11i11 Die1itJn11ry (Oxford, 1958 [New York,
1879]), s. v. sinctm11, I, II, "sound" can also
be used as a uanslation of sinen,u.

87

Walter, p. 3:15 ff.; trans. Rupp-Warson,

p. 37.
OS WA XVIII, 603:28-29; tram. RuppWatson, p. 106.
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and who both worked with the same humanistic exegetical method, was, then, certainly not a difference of faithfulness to
Augustine versus faithfulness to Origen or
Jerome. Whatever critical objections to
Erasmus Luther set forth in his letters,60
they were only manifestations of a fundamental difference which lay in the understanding of the nature of theology and of
the task of doing theology; or as Luther
ill,
l~
in the
said in his On the Botmd
"frame of mind." 7 For Erasmus theology
was teaching, not making laws; it was
modestly debating, not making aflirmations.11 That is, for Erasmus theology was
descriptive and analytic; doing theology
was for him existential only insofar as it
conaibuted to the realization of Christ as
•nictu sco,P#S wae,72 as norm for correct
thinking and blessed living.78 Notwithstanding his own protests, for Erasmus
theology remained in the area of dis,pulatio.74 For Luther theology was affirmatio
or mserlio, and doing theology was a confessional task. Referring in On the BoNntl
Will to Rom. 10:10, Matt. 10:32, and
1 Peter 3: 15, Luther pointed out this confessional posture of the theologian:

°

Let Skeptics and Academics keep well
away from us Christians, but let there be
among us "asserrors" twice as unyielding
as the Stoics themselves. How often, I ask
you, does the apostle Paul demand that
t,lffo/,boril, (as he terms it) - that most
mre and unyielding assertion of conscience? [Follows Rom.10:10; 1 Peter ~:15.]
418

See pp. 654 f.
TO See WA XVIII, 603:7-8, a tram. by

llapp-Waaon, p. 105.
n See p.658.
n See p.651.
Tl See p. 658.
" See p. 653.

..• Why, the Holy Spirit is given them
[i.e., to Christians] from heaven, that a
Christian may glorify Christ and confess
him even unto death- unless it is not
asserting when one dies for one's confession and assertion. Moreover, the Spirit
goes to such lengths in asserting, that he
takes the initiative and accuses the world
of sin [John 16:8], as if he would provoke a fight; and Paul commands Timothy
to "exhort" and "be urgent out of season"
[2 Tim. 4:2]. But what a droll exhorter
he would be, who himself neither firmly
believed nor consisently asserted the thing
he was exhorting about! •••
But it is I who am the biggest fool, for
wasting words and time on something that
is clearer than daylight. What Christian
would agree that assertions are to be
despised? That would be nothing but a
denial of all religion and piety, or an assertion that neither religion, nor piety, nor
any dogma is of the slightest importance.11

In the opening paragraph of the section
just quoted Luther stated:
For it is not the mark of a Christian
mind to take no delight in assertions; on
the contrary, a man must delight in assertions or he will be no Christian. And
by assertion- in order that we may not
be misled by words-I mean a constant
adhering, affirming, confessing, maintaining, and an invincible persevering; nor, I
think, does the word mean anything else
either as used by the Latins or by us in our
time.
I am speaking, moreover, about the assertion of those things which have been
divinely transmitted to us in the sacred
writings.TO
711

WA XVIII, 603 :22 ff.; uam. B.upp-Wac-

mn, p.106.
78

WA XVIII, 603:lOff.; uam. Jlupp-Wat-

mn,p. 105.
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Luther summarized his argumentation

by stating:
What, furthermore, are we to say of the
comment you add: "To which I everywhere willingly submit my personal feelings, whether I grasp what jt prescribes
or not"? What are you saying, Erasmus?
Is jt not enough to have submitted your
personal feelings to the Scriptures? Do
you submit them to the decree of the
Church as well? What can she decree that
is not decreed in the Scriptures? Then
what becomes of the liberty and power to
judge those who make the decrees, as Paul
teaches in ICor.14[:29]: "Let the othen
judge"? Does it displease you that anyone should sit in judgment on the decrees
of the Church, although Paul enjoins it?
What new religion, what new humility is
this, that you would deprive us by your
own example of the power of judging the
decrees - of mn,1 and subject us in uncritical submission - to mt1n? n Where
does the Scripture of God impose this on
us?

661

whoever does not "grasp" God never
"grasps" any part of his creation.
In short, what you say here seems to
mean that it does not matter to you what
anyone believes anywhere, so long as the
peace of the world is undisturbed, and
that in case of danger to life, reputation,
property, and goodwill, it is permissible
to act like the fellow who said, "Say they
yea, yea say I; say they nay, nay say I," and
ro regard Christian dogma as no better
than philosophical and human opinions,
about which it is quite stupid to wrangle,
contend, and assert, since nothing comes
of that bur strife and the disturbance of
outward peace..•.
I have said all this so that you may
henceforward cease from charging me with
obstinacy and willfullness in this matter.
By such tactics you only succeed in showing that you foster in your heart a Lucian,
or some other pig from Epicurus' sty who,
having no belief in God himself, secretly
ridicules all who have a belief and confess it. Permit us ro be asserrors, to be devoted to assertions and delight in them,
while you stick ro your Skeptics and Academia till Christ calls you too. The Holy
Spirit is no Skeptic,78 and ic is not doubts
or mere opinions that he has written on
our hearts, but assertions more sure and
certain than life itself and all experience.71

Then again, what Christian would so
throw the injunctions of Scripture and the
Church to the winds, as to say, "Whether
I grasp them or not"? Do you submit
younelf without caring at all whether you
grasp them? Anathema be the Christian
who is not certain and does not grasp what
It is this confessional nature of theology
is prescribed for him! How can he beand
of doing theology that sepamtcd Lulieve what he does not grasp? For by
"grasp" you must mean here to "appre- ther from Erasmus, and the conuoversy
hend with certainty" and not to "doubt like about the will was only a manifestation
a Skeptic"; for otherwise, what is there in of this discrepancy. For Luther theology
any creature that any man could "grasp" was a matter of confession which deif "grasp" meant perfect knowledge and
78 Por the rheoloaical implications of this
insight? In that case, there would be no
passage
see A. SiinJa, "P.reedom and Aurhoric,
possibility that anyone should at the same
in
Luther," Ditdo1, VII ( 1968),
Erasmus
and
time grasp some things and not othen, for 10811. Lurber closes the last paragraph prior to
if be had grasped one thing, he would mis quocecl aeaion with the question: What is
have grasped all- in God, I mean, since moie mileiable than uacenaiac,?
71 WA XVIII, 604:3411.; tnDL B.upp-Wat•
IOD,
pp. 108-9.
" Illllics by tnmlacor.
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manded the engagement of his total personality, and this had been so from the
day he entered the monastery. A careful
investigation of the theology of the young
Luther, especially of the Heidelberg disputation, would establish this confessional
quality of Luther's cheology.80 Even
though he scarcely was aware of all the
implications, Bucer might have felt, subconsciously, chat here was the point of difference between Luther and Erasmus. For
after he had stated that Luther agrees with
Erasmus in all things, he continued: "•..
but with this difference in [Luther's] favor,
that what Erasmus only insinuates, [Luther] teaches openly and freely."8 1

Consequently that same Luther who according co Erasmus was so free in making
theological assertions on the basis of Saipcure seated in the fast hours of his life:
No one should consider that he has sufficiently digested Scripture unless he, together with the prophets, has ruled the

To penetrate Scripture, to know Christ
and know Him crucified, to know in Him
the gracious God, was for Luther a matter
of life and death, a matter of constant
struggle, but also of constant victory.82

[the Gospel is] .•. comforting news, as
if a rich man endows a poor beggar with a
thousand gulden. This would be [for this
beggar] a gospel, a joyous message, to
which he is pleased to listen, and about
which he would rejoice from the bottom
of his heart. But what is money and
property in contrast to this sermon, full of
comfort and grace, namely, that Christ will
be a helper of the miserable ones, and
[will be] such a king who will help the
dead, the sinners, and those who are captives under the Law to life eternal and to
juscice.H

80 See E. Vogelsang, "Der confessio-Begriff
des juogen Luther (1513-1522)," utlhffj11b,bNch, XII ( 1930), 91 ff.; F. W. Kantzcnbach, "Aspckte zum Bekenntnisproblem in der
Theologie Luthers," Lt11be,it1h,b"ch, XXX
( 1963) , 70 ff.; W. von Loewenich, L111h,rs
Th,ologui Crucis, 5. ed. (Witten, 1967),

passim.

See p. 649.
Or to phrase it differently, a matter of
Hnlsg•wusbm, which was the result of the
Obfflllintl,mg J., Anfechl•ngsnol. Out of the
material available on this subject, see esp. H.
Beiotker, Di• 0 Nf'flllntlrmg J., Anf•chltmg bn
Ltllbff (Berlin, 1954); J. von Rohr, "A Study
of the Anf•cl,mg of Martin Luther to the Time
of His Evaogeliaal Awakening," Yale University Ph.D. Dissertation 1947; St. Pfiirtner, LN1bw lfflll Aqt1it111S on S11W11liot1 (New York,
1965) , a book which in the opinion of this
writer does not do justice to Luther's position.
Piom the viewpoint of S••lsorg• it would be
a very worthwhile andalso a necessary task: to
mnfront Erasmus' undemanding of Hmsg•tobshril with that of Luther. Por Erasmus, see
B.. Padberg, •'Penonalc Seellorge bci Erasmus
81

82

congregations . • • for a hundred years.
Therefore Scripture is a great miracle. Do
not tamper with this divine Aeneid, but,
humbly adoring, follow in its footsteps.
We are beggars. This is uue.83

While Luther on the one hand considered himself a beggar, he knew on the
other hand that he was a beggar made rich
through the Gospel. For

In another context Luther could say:
''The Gospel is a fine word, a messenger
of peace concerning God's Son, who has
become man, has suffered, and has been
resurrected through the Holy Spirit- [and
all this] for our salvation." 815
von Rotterdam," Th•ologi. 11ntl Glllllb•, Lill
( 1963), 207 ff.
83 WA XLVlll, 241; see also XL, 223:8 f.
(Sffmon of 1'41)

LIi, 25:39ff. (PoslilJ.)
WA ll, 467:12 If. (1'19 Com""""""°"
G.J.lios)
U WA

815
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This message was for Luther strength
and comfort:
This is our comfort, which keeps us alive
and makes our hearts happy and courageous against the persecutions and fury of
the world, that we have such a Lord, who
has not only saved us from sin, God's
wrath, and eternal death, but also protects
us and saves us in sufferings and persecutions, so that we do not perish. Even if
they should rage against the Christians in
the most horrible way, neither the Gospel
nor Christendom will perish for this
reason, but their heads will be crushed.BG
He derived this assurance from Saiprure.
For all that is written in Scripture is written for our instruction;B7 what Holy Saipture teaches, rejects, or sets up as a certain
thing, man may accept without worry and
teach it accordingly.BB The "assertions"
from which Erasmus shied away are for,
Luther the center of theology and of Christian existence.

V
Both Erasmus and Luther were Biblical
theologians and worked with the humanistic principles of exegesis, yet each arrived
ar a different type of Biblical theology. Perhaps we may summarize our findings by
saying that for Erasmus theology was a descriptive task, establishing the norm of
Christian existence. For Luther theology
was a confessional task by which the existence of man was shaped.80 How can one
explain this difference?
88
87

•su)

WA XI.I, 224:2Uf. (S•rmo• of U3,)
WA XLIJI, 332:12 if. (Z..e111r•1 o• G•-

88 WA XLIII, 301 :9 if. (Z..e,11,., n GnNsu); see also above, p. 660.

n This disaepancy can be illusuaced by
Erasmus' and Luther's understanding of the real
theologian and the way he worb. Erasmus.
P•lldw: "The fint seep, however, is a, bow
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One is immediately tempted to point to
Luther's religiosity and to his personal
struggle for salvation, a struggle that Eraswhat He tausht; the next to carry it into effea.
Therefore, I believe, anyone should not think
himself to be Christian if he disputes about instances, relations, quiddities, and formalities with
an obscure and irksome confusion of words, but
rather if he holds and exhibits what Christ
taught and showed forth. Not that I condemn
the indusuy of those who not without merit
employ their native intcJJectual powers in such
subtle discourse, for I do not wish anyone to be
offended, but that I think, and rightly so, unless
I am mistaken, that that pure and genuine philosophy of Christ is not to be drawn from any
source more abundantly than from the evangelical books and from the Apostolic Letters,
about which, if anyone should devoutly philosophize, praying more than arguing and seeking
a> be transformed rather than armed for battle,
he would without a doubt find that there is
nothing pertaining to the happiness of man and
the living of his life which is not taught, examined and unraveled in these worb." Holbom,
p. 145:33 ff.; translation by Olin, pp. 101-2.
'To me he is truly a theologian who teaches
not by skill with inuicate syllogisms but by
a disposition of mind, by the very expression
and the eyes, by his very life that riches should
be disdained, that the Christian should not put
his trust in the supports of this world but must
rely entirely on heaven, that a wrong should not
be avenged, that a good should be wished for
those wishing ill, that we should deserve well
of those deserving ill, that all good men should
be loved and cherished equally u members of
the same body, that the evil should be tolerated
if they caanot be corrected,
those that
who are
stripped of their goods, those who are turned
away from possessions. those who moum ue
blessed and should not be deploi:ed, and that
death should even be clesii:ed by the devout,
since it is nothing other than a passage to immorcalicy. And if anyone under the inspiration
of the spirit of Christ preaches this kind of docuine, inculcates it. exhora, indta, and encouris truly a theologian,
ages men a> it, he
even if he should be a common laborer or
weaver. And if anfODC exemplifies this doctrine
in his life iaelf, be is in fact a pear doctor. angels
.more asubtly
perhaps. even
0011-Ouistian,
Another,
may
discuss
how the
understand,
but to penuade ua a> lead beie an aqelic life,

incle
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mus was spared. This answer, however,
does not do justice to the problem, though
no doubt it is of major importance. As
Kohls has repeatedly pointed out, it is the
understanding of Scriprure itself and of
the underlying concept of God's revelation
in which the roots of the difference between the Biblical theology of Erasmus and
the Biblical theology of Luther must be
seen. In the .final analysis it is the concept
of God from which all differences between
Erasmus and Luther are derived.90

In the opening sections of his diatribe
on free will Erasmus writes:
There are some secret places in the Holy
Scriptures into which God has not wished
us to penetrate more deeply and, if we try
to do so, then the deeper we so, the
darker and darker it becomes, by which
means we are led to acknowledge the unsearchable majesty of the divine wisdom,
and d1e weakness of the human mind.
It is like a cavern near Corycos of which
Pomponius Mela tells, which begins by
attracting and drawing the visitor to itself
by its pleasing aspect, and then as one goes
deeper, a certain horror and majesty of the
divine presence that inhabits the place
makes one draw back. So when we come
to such a place, my view is that the wiser
and more reverent course is to ay with
StPaul [follows Rom.11:33; Is.40:13]
rather than to define what passes the
measure of the human mind..••
There are some things which God bas
willed that we should contemplate, as we
venerate himself, in mystic silence; and,
moreover, there are many passages in the
sacred volumes about which many commentators have made guesses, but no one

free from every stain, this indeed is the duty of
the Christian theologian." Holbom, p. 143:3 ff.;
translation by Olin, p. 98.
Luther, ucl•res on Genesis: "He who wishes
to receive benefit from studying theology and
Holy Scripture should above all learn to really
understand [the nature oO sin... :• WA XLIV,
;507:15 ff.-Preface to Vol. 1 of the German
writings, Wittenberg, 1539: "I shall demonstrate to JOU a correct way of studying theology,
for I have praaiced this way. • • . And this is
the way which •.. David teaches in Psalm 119.
. . . There JOU will find three rules . . . :
orldio, tMtliulio, lent.lio." WA L, 658:29 ff.;
see al10 WA, Tischreden 111, No. 3425; II, No.
1583.
· 10 Por Erasmus, Kohls I, 61-62, 94 ff., 126 ff.
Por Luther, with special reference 10 the controversy on the will and the problems under disglaube an Gott! Was heiszt das?"
cussion, see M. Schuler, ''Luthers Gonesbegriff Dogmtt, XV (1969), 259 If., and his '"Die
nach seiner Schrift De servo arbitrio." Znl- Trinitlitslehre in der reformatorischen Christen•
sehn/1 flir Kirchmg•sehich1e, LV ( 1936), heit," Th•ologiseh• Ule,t11Nrzei1,m1, XCIV,
532 ff.; H. Schultz, ''Luthers Ansicht von der
( 1969), 561 ff.; 0. H. Pesch, "Die Prage nach
Methode und der Grenze der dogmatischen Gott bei Thomas von Aquin und Martin LuAussagen iiber Gott," Znlsehri/1 /ii, Kirchtmg•- ther," l.tllher, XLI (1970), 1 If.; Ph. S. Wats0n,
sebuhte, IV (1880), 77 If.; Ph. S. Wats0n 1 "Erasmus, Luther, and Aquinas," CoNCOllDJA
"How Luther Speaks about God," DilJoi, VI THBoLOGICAL MONTHLY, XL ( 1969), 747 If.
( 1967), 276 ff.; E. Grislis, "Martin Luther's Por Luther"• understanding of Scripture see B..
View of the Hidden God. The Problem of the Hermann, Von tl•r Kltwhftl w Hnlii•
D••s •bseonJil•s in Luther's Treatise D• SffflO Scbri/1. U11ters11ch•ngM .,,,J Bror1.,,,,.1•
Mbimo," MeCormicl a..,.,,,, XXI (1967), iibn L#lbns Sebri/1 D• sflt'flo ,w/,;,rio (Berlin,
81 ff.; A. Adam, "Der Begrilf 'Deus absa>nditus"
1958). Por the relationship between
Luther's
bei Luther nach Herkunft und Bedeurung," Lllof God and that of man see W.
understanding
lh.,;.J,,1,lld,, XXX ( 1963), 97 ff.; J. Dillen- von Loewenich "'Gott und Mensch in hu•
berger, Go,l Hidtln llfUl Rt111••tl: Th• z,.,.,_ manistischer und ieformatorischer Schau. Hine
t>nlldios of Ltdbws Dns Abs'°""""' ,mJ iu Binfiihrung in Luthers Schrift De servo arbitrio,"
Sipifi""'" /or R•ligio,u Tb0111b1 (Philadel- H11,,,.,,il111-Chrislit111illll ( Giitersloh, 1948),
phia, 1953). In general, see A. P~n, "lch pp. 65 If.

K.,,,,,,. ••
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has finally cleared up their obscurity: as
the distinction between the divine persons,
the conjunction of the divine and human
nature in Christ,01 the unforg ivable sin; yet
there are other things which God has
willed to be most plainly evident, and
such are the ,prece,Pls I or the good Ufe.
This is the Word of God,02 which is not
to be bought in the highest heaven, nor in
distant lands overseas, but it is close at
hand, in our mouth and in our heart. These
uuths must be learned by all, but the rest
are more properly committed to God, and
it is more religious to worship them, being unknown, than to discuss them, being
insoluble. How many questions, or rather
squabbles, have arisen over the distinction
of persons, the mode of generation, the distinction between filiation and procession;
what a fuss has been raised in the world
by the wrang le about the conception of the
virgin as Theotokos! I ask what profit has
there been so far from these laborious inquiries, except that with the loss of
harmony we love one another the less,
while seeking to be wiser than we need.03

While Luther in no way challenges the
idea that there are things in God and in
Scripture which man does not know or
cannot penetrate, he equally emphatically
maintains that in its "subject matter," its
very center, that is, in Christ and the Gospel, Scripture is crystal dear, for "we may
be absolutely certain that a no more simPor Luther, see p. 665.
12 Italics by this writer. Por the difference
between Erasmus' and Luther's undersrandiDB of
the Word of God see the quotation from Luther
on p. 665. See also WA XXV, 172:45-173:2
(Ltlct•rt11
11.W,); ]. J. Pelikan, Llllhn I~•
B,r/Josilor, LW Companion Volume (St. louJS,
1959), pp. 48 ff.; C. W. Bemer, ''The Word
Principle in Martin Luther," CONCOJU>IA THBO■
LOGICAL MONTHLY, XIX (1948), 13 ff.
11 Walter, pp. ,:17 ff.; uam. B.upp-Waacm,
pp. 38ff.
01

°"
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pie word has been spoken on earth than
God's Word."°" Consequently he counters
Erasmus:
That in God there are many things
hidden, of which we are ignorant, no one
doubts [follows Mark 13:32; Acts 1:7;
John13:18; 2Tim.2:19]. But that in
Scripture there are some things absuuse,
and everything is not plain - this is an
idea put about by the ungodly Sophists,
with whose lips you also speak here, Erasmus; but they have never produced, nor
can they produce, a single article to prove
this mad notion of theirs. • . .
I admit, of course, that there are many
texts in the Scriptures that are obscure and
abstruse, not because of the majesty _of
their subjea matter, but because of our ignorance of their vocabulary and grammar;
but these tezts in no way hinder a lmOU1ledgt1 of till th• s11b;,c1 ,,,.,,., of scr;p.
t•r•.os For what still sublimer thing can
remain hidden in the Scriptures, now that
the seals have been broken, the stone
rolled from the door of the sepulcher
[Matt. 27:66; 28:2], and the supreme
mystery brought to light, namely, that
Christ the Son of God has been made
man that God is three and one, that Christ
has ~creel for us and is to reign eternally.
Are not these things known and sung
even in the highways and byways? Take
Christ out of the Scriptures, and what will
you find left in them?
The subject matter of the Scriptures.
therefore, is all quite accessible, ~en
though some teXts are still obscure OWJ.DB
to our ignorance of their termS. Truly it
is stupid and impious, when we know that
the subject matter of Scripture has all been
placed in the dearest light, to call it obscure on aa:ount of a few obscure words.
WA XXIV, 19:26ff. (S,nso,u
1527)
111 Icalicl by tbia writer.
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If the words are obscure in one place, yet
they are plain in another; and it is one and
the same theme, published quite openly to
the whole world, which in the Scriptures
is sometimes expressed in plain words, and
sometimes lies as yet hidden in obscure
words. Now, when the thing signified is
in the light, it does not matter if this or
that sign of it is in darkness, since many
other signs of the same thing are meanwhile in the light. . . .
Your reference to the Corycian cave,
therefore, is irrelevant; that is not how
things are in the Scriptures. Matters of the
highest majesty and the profoundest mysteries are no longer hidden away, but have
been brought out and are openly displayed
before the very doors. For Christ has
opened our minds so that we may understand the Scriptures [follows Luke 24:25;
Mark 16: 15; Rom. 10: 18; Rom. 15:4;
2 Tim. 3: 16]. See, then, whether you and
all the Sophists can produce any single
mystery that is still abstruse in the Scriptures.
It is true that for many people much remains abstruse; but this is not due to the
obscurity of Scripture, but to the blindness
or indolence of those who will not take the
trouble to look at the very clearest truth.
It is as Paul says of the Jews in II Cor.
[3 : 15] : "A veil lies over their minds";
and again: "If our gospel is veiled, it is
veiled only to those who are perishing,
whose minds the god of this world has
blinded" [2 Cor. 4:3-4]. With similar
temerity a man might veil his own eyes or
go out of the light inU> the darkness and
hide himself, and then blame the sun and
the day for being obscure. Let miserable
men, therefore, stop imputing with blasphemous perversity the darkness and ob1airity of their own hearts to the wholly
dear Scriptures of God.H
te WA xvm. 606:12 if.; tram. B.upp-'\Vat.,n. pp. 110 if.
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Behind these arguments stands a difference in the understanding of God and His
revelation. Kohls has convincingly demonstrated 87 that for Erasmus even the deus
,-e11elat1's in Christo cannot be totally and
adequately grasped or defined in words because God, the incarnation, the Trinity,
and the Scriptures are for Erasmus divine
mysteries which man cannot grasp or penetrate, but can only worship in thought,
word, and action. Theology is consequently
a description of and a reflection on this
divine mystery as well as a description of
man's way to the "caverns" in which the
mystef"i1'm full of majesty rests. It will be
the task of future research to come to
terms with Erasmus' understanding of the
term my.rteri1'm, a task for which some
initial contributions have been made,88 but
which as a whole still needs to be taken
in hand.00 It is known that Luther also
worked with the term my.rtmum or the
underlying concept, especially in the Dictata .r1',Pet" Psalteri11m and in his writings
of 1519 and 1520.100 To look at Luther's
Kohls I, 71, 96-97, 127 if.
oe See Kohls II, Index, s. v. m1slffi11m. See
also G. G. Krodel, "Figura Prothysteron," Ltllhtwtm Q1111rt•rl,, XII ( 1960), 152 if.; G. Chan·
traine, "Theologie et vie spirituelle," No1111•U.
RnN• Theologiqu•, XCI ( 1969), 809 ff.
80 As has been pointed out in Cr•ss•I, XXX
(October 1967), 11 ff., it is in connection with
the problems pertaining to Erasmus' understanding of m1stm11m, and with the impact of
this understanding on individual theological loci
where Kohls• work points into the future. It
is here that this fundamental contribution to
Erasmus will have to undergo its test.
100 Wilhelm Maurer has called our attention
to this fact; see especially his Von "1r Prnhnl
nn•s Chrisltmmtmsehm. Zwn Unl#S#eh,mgffl
z11 L#lhns R•fonnlllionssehriflr,, 1,20121
(Gottingen, 1949). For the Die111111, see, for example, '\VA III, 49 :6 if.; 89: 34 if.; 124 :33 ff.;
125: 17 if.; 176: 19 ff.; 368: 18 if.; 547 :24 if.;
07
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understanding of m1steri11m and of revelation in constant comparison with that of
Erasmus will, as Kohls argues,101 provide
548:2 ff.; 621 :2 ff.; IV, 183:18 ff. See also H.
Pagerberg, "Die Kirche in Luthers Psalmenvorlesung," Gedenksch,i/1 /ii, D. \tren,e, Bierl,
ed. F. Hubner, et al. (Berlin, 1955), pp. 109 ff.;
W. Maurer, "Kirche und Geschichte nach Luthers Di,111111 super Psalterium," and J. Pelikan,
"Die Kirche · nach Luthe rs Genesisvorlesung,"
Luthe,Jorschung heute, ed. V. Vajta (Berlin,
1958), pp. 85 ff., 102 ff.; G. G. Krodel, "The
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us with a deeper understanding of the
theology of both Erasmus and Luther, especially of the controversy on free will.
Valparaiso, Ind.
Lord's Supper in the Theology of the Young
Luther," The L#lbertm Q1111rlerl,, XIII ( 1961),
19 ff.
101 Kohls I, 61-62; II, 78, n. 176, where
Kohls announces a forthcoming publication by
Wilhelm MaUler on this topic.
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